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QUICK CHANGE...

Engines changed while you wait! Far-cotton Formula II driver MIKE PAYTON (637) took full advantage of the rare — at Bradfield — sunshine to work on his car in the pits. Actually he and his team of mechanics did a complete engine change between Mike's appearance in a heat and the consolation event. The 'other' engine can be seen on the grass in the forefront of the picture. In the background can be seen a host of regular Bradfield 'Junior' competitors — whose cars were not, at this stage at least, in as much bother as Mike's
Knebworth garage man GEORGE ANSELL (475) is one of the sport's most rugged characters - loves to be in the thick of things - and so often is. But despite this, he gains consistent placings and the fans love him.

Equally as popular in the Formula II section is former New Cross speedway rider FRANKIE WOOSTER (738), who in his time has been a boxer, wrestler and gymnast. Known to his pals as 'Charlie' he hasn't yet hit the headlines this season.